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Reading Cornelia H. Dayton and Lisa Levenstein’s essay on the last decade of scholarship
in the now forty-year evolution of a field, I am struck by the choices that the authors have
made. They are good choices, perhaps the only reasonable choices within which to
organize an increasingly complex literature, and they have enabled Dayton and Levenstein
to smoothly and generously incorporate an astonishing array of literature. For this we
should all be grateful. I am happy to have my attention drawn to the new and exciting
work they describe. And yet, from my perspective on the other side of the generational
divide, I find the organizational categories limiting. Let me try in this short response to
explain why.1

Dayton and Levenstein offer two trajectories in their piece. The first defines gender in
terms of identity and pays special attention to issues of sexuality and the body. The second
offers to link recent scholarship to mainstream narratives of U.S. history. In doing so, it
shifts the definition of gender from identity to process and evokes a literature that speaks to
a more traditional subject matter. The authors are quite right to note that differences in
approach have not been divisive among historians, and yet if our usages of notions of
gender have changed sufficiently to produce the rich literature the authors describe, it is
worth noting their implications. Sharpening our understanding of the uses of gender might
help us think a bit more about where the field will move in the future.

As women’s history emerged from its celebratory mode in the 1970s to try to compre-
hend how men and women functioned inside what Gayle Rubin called a gender system,
gender came to be understood as a process.2 Like class, it came to be seen not as a fixed set
of circumstances but as a changing set of relationships intrinsic to particular visions of
social order as they emerged at different times in different societies. As such, gender
became a vehicle for exploring the distribution of power in society at large. In revealing
something of how power was ordered and perpetuated, gender became crucial to compre-
hending social structure and social change. The more we understood of how gender oper-
ated, the more we would understand about hierarchies of domination as they functioned to
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regulate and control. We imagined gender as normative and ideational, its capacity to
shape consciousness and action inherently political because it was understood as a self-con-
firming system; we thought of it as a meaning system within which individuals constructed
their lives: to challenge it constituted a brave, even a revolutionary act. In that context race
and class served as models, illuminating the influence of gender by demonstrating the
power of systems of thought to shape social circumstance. Historians trained in that early
period came slowly to the notion that gender and race, like gender and class, were mutually
constitutive. For most of us that understanding melded with efforts to see their intertwined
nature as products of larger systems such as slavery, capitalism, and migration.

In recent years gender has more often been imagined as identity. From a methodolog-
ical perspective, this inverts historical interpretation, requiring historians to interrogate
the subjective experience of their protagonists as clues to the shaping of social context.
Crucially, experience becomes the focus around which social context is constructed, the
vehicle that generates interpretation. The individual becomes the center, the tool that
pries open an understanding of the tensions against which the historical process unfolds.
This emphasis has encouraged a focus on the politics of the body—turning it into a
subject of historical analysis—and shifted concern from social structure to the most inti-
mate of individual concerns, prying apart familial interactions and legitimizing the study of
the sexual. Deploying this conception of gender in the first part of their essay, the authors
elegantly expose the ways more complicated definitions of sex, sexuality, and same-sex
interrelationships have transformed our understandings of human relationships and their
political consequences. I am especially struck by the authors’ suggestion that white and
black women draw differently on gender, sometimes making use of it to affirm state power
and at other times resisting (in the case of black women) its implications. The result, as
Dayton and Levenstein reveal, has been a rich, enticing range of scholarship that we could
not have imagined two decades ago.

Only when the authors come to the second part of their essay, however, do we begin
to understand the implications of the work on the body for reshaping U.S. history.
Tacitly reverting to the older usage of gender, they reveal how the project of interpreting
U.S. history writ large relies on the work of historians whose main concerns lie in the
relationships of gender to power or powerlessness. One lucid example of this lies in their
illustrations of how U.S. diplomacy has relied on gendered cultural representations and
how the early twentieth-century imperial project was rooted in particularly masculine
conceptions of the nation that, in turn, were rooted in domestic self-images. But other
examples abound: the relationship of personal cleanliness to models of family well-being
and notions of civilized culture; the treatment of welfare as a function of poverty as well
as race; the construction of a poorly paid home health care labor force as a function of
myths of family life and service.

And here I cannot help thinking that a more self-conscious integration of the changing
meanings of gender might have enabled a more inclusionary essay. I think, for example,
of the field of biography, to which I have recently turned. In my experience, redefining
gender in terms of the politics of identity gives far greater play to the possibilities of trans-
forming biography and memoir from an examination of interior life into a lens through
which to view changing American consciousness. Barbara Ransby’s biography of Ella
Baker, which the authors cite to illustrate the presence of black women in the freedom
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movement, is also a sterling example of the way that an individual life exposes fault lines in
the historical process.3

A more fluid understanding of the meaning of gender opens up possibilities for histor-
ical interpretation in arenas that bring together the interdisciplinary with the transna-
tional. The new work on home care (for the sick, for children, and for the elderly)
provides a meaty set of examples; for in these volumes, issues of labor migration mingle
with the working conditions of a poorly paid labor force whose positions are rationalized
by myths of family life and loving service. No element of the complicated stories that
emerge in these histories can be explained without comprehending gender as both
process and identity. Shifting conceptions of gender play a role as well in tales of transna-
tional adoption where they illuminate law and social policy as well as traditional concep-
tions of religion and race. This new work not only suggests how categories such as
motherhood and subjects such as women’s networks (long imagined as germane only to
a narrower history of women) impact relations among nations and suggest changes in the
meaning of citizenship. And then there is the history of law. As Barbara Welke has
shown us, interpreting the law through the lens of an encompassing definition of gender
reveals something of how it reshaped late nineteenth-century understandings of liberty.4

Dayton and Levenstein encourage me to ask then, whether it is not time to return to
an examination of gender as a way not so much of understanding the social relationships
of sex, but of fostering investigation into how those relationships influence, shape, and
restrict the social formations and political decisions of the society in which they exist. We
know enough now, the authors tell us, to see pieces of this elephant. Do we need a larger
project that takes on this issue head on? Put another way, does sensitivity to women and
gender tell us anything about the meaning of liberty, democracy, and equality, and espe-
cially about their transformation over the course of our past?
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